ABSTRACT

This paper argues, using two real-world applications from the automotive industry, that the biggest benefit of a Design Structure Matrix (DSM) model may come not from re-sequencing and partitioning, but rather from “rewiring” the process/blocks. “Rewiring” means redefining relationships among elements and/or inserting new elements into the matrix. This requires intimate understanding of the process and cannot be done with application of context-free partitioning algorithms.

The Do-it-Right-First-Time (DRFT) approach to DSM restructuring is another way to look at a DSM by inspecting the sources of iteration within a block and reversing it through inserting a DRFT activity at the beginning of the block. In this way, the traditional Design-Build-Test “Cycle” is reversed into a DRFT-Design-Build “Sequence”. That is, the “wiring diagram” of a process or system overpowers the behavior of the individual nodes, so changing the system requires changing the wiring.

(INTroduction)

The ability of firms to quickly respond to fast changing customer needs and requirements is essential for their survival. Firms that do not have a structured product development process may have difficulty responding to their customers. A structured process can be developed through a clear understanding of the process and how the different parts (of the development process) interact and influence each other. The Design Structure Matrix (DSM) provides a promising approach that facilitates this understanding by mapping the information flows and interdependencies among constituent development activities (Steward, 1982).

The DSM applications in the literature (Eppinger et al. 1994) have emphasized the importance of reordering the elements within the matrix to establish an improved process flow. That is, re-sequencing and partitioning were the focal point in any DSM analysis.

This paper argues that the biggest benefit of a DSM model may come not from re-sequencing and partitioning, but rather from “rewiring” the process/blocks. “Rewiring” means redefining relationships among elements and/or inserting new elements into the matrix. This requires intimate understanding of the process and cannot be done with the application of context-free partitioning algorithms.

The Do-it-Right-First-Time (DRFT) approach to DSM restructuring is another way to look at a DSM by inspecting the sources of iteration within a block and reversing it through inserting a DRFT activity at the beginning of the block. In this way, the traditional Design-Build-Test “Cycle” is reversed into a DRFT-Design-Build “Sequence”. That is, the “wiring diagram” of a process or system overpowers the behavior of the individual nodes, so changing the system requires changing the wiring.
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In one of the applications described in this paper, iteration in the as-is process was caused by several parallel processes using inconsistent data. DRFT was achieved by setting up an electronic catalog of validated starting points and ensuring that all parallel activities used the same starting point. In the other application, a long series of steps in the as-is process iterated around a finite element evaluation. An expert system was introduced to quickly create an approximate model for use by the Finite Element Model (FEM). Each iteration was greatly shortened, and detailed design was done once knowing that it would pass FEM.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In the next Section we briefly review the traditional DSM analysis techniques. In Section 3, we present the DRFT approach to DSM analysis. Two automotive applications are reported in Section 4 to demonstrate the proposed approach. Finally, we summarize the major points of the paper and present our concluding remarks in Section 5.

### 2. A REVIEW OF THE DSM METHODOLOGY

The DSM is a compact representation of the information structure of a design process. It is a design plan showing the order in which the design tasks are performed, where assumptions should be made, and what tasks need to be verified. Sequencing and partitioning algorithms allow for the reorganization of elements in the matrix to provide an improved sequence. This new sequence increases the efficiency of the design process and reduces the product development time. A summary of the classical DSM approach is provided in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Build the DSM</td>
<td>To build a matrix representation of the design process</td>
<td>Identify/organize task sequences and relationships in a compact form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Sort the DSM</td>
<td>To achieve a sequence for the tasks with no feedback information flows</td>
<td>Provide smoother information flow where all requisite information for a task is available before it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Cycle detection</td>
<td>To identify the existence of cyclic information flows</td>
<td>Recognize the existence of iteration in the design process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Partitioning of the DSM</td>
<td>To group tasks (involved in an information loop) in a block around diagonal of matrix</td>
<td>Identify iteration task subsets to focus on rather than the whole DSM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Traditional analysis of the design structure matrix

Even without any analysis, the DSM can provide a powerful visual model of the development process by merely inspecting the flow of information in the modeled process. Several important characteristics about the process, product, or organization can be learned. Several types of DSM models can be built to capture different views of the product development process. Process view, product view, and an organizational view.

1. Process: information dependencies and requirements, cross-functional interactions, sources of iteration (Yassine et al., 1999).
3. Organization view: product development teams formation (McCord and Eppinger, 1993) and knowledge capture (Whitney et al., 1999).

More recently DSM models have been used as knowledge capture method (Whitney et al., 1999). In this approach the DSM is used as a roadmap of knowledge needed to populate an expert system as well as to link that system to other sources of knowledge outside its knowledge base.

It has been observed in several DSM applications that sequencing and partitioning did not help in improving the process (i.e. the new DSM sequence did not change much from the old sequence) due to the iterative nature of the blocks. That is, for these applications, altering the order of events did not create opportunities for improvement due to the interdependent relationships of the tasks. To improve the process, a different look at the DSM and a different approach is needed. The process DSM can identify clusters of information or ways to rearrange a product development organization so that people with relevant information are linked to each other.

### 3. THE DRFT APPROACH

The goal of the DRFT approach is to break iterative loops by identifying their cause and eliminating it. Iteration often happens because the as-is process has the structure of "generate and test." The idea is to create a process that starts out with enough accurate information that the chance of rework is reduced or eliminated, or the time consumed by rework is reduced. To implement this approach, an expert (or a team of experts) is required to study each iterative block separately and identify reasons for iteration. This is an important intermediate step requiring domain expertise and intimate understanding of the process; unlike partitioning algorithms that provide context-free analysis of the DSM.

The DRFT approach to DSM restructuring starts with a partitioned base matrix. The base matrix represents the "as-is" process. Improvement to the as-is process is first attempted by means of step 4 of the traditional process. This step is
important since it will provide the baseline for improvement after the process is modified.

In order to rewire the DSM and modify the tasks’ relationships, the experts might recommend a subset (or all) of the following rewiring strategies:
1. Redefining existing tasks
2. Splitting existing tasks into two or more pieces
3. Creating completely new tasks
4. Deleting old tasks

The power of rewiring comes from changing the behavior of the process. While earlier DSM-based improvement techniques concentrated on the task (i.e. speed up the execution of individual tasks to improve process) or its location relative to other tasks (partitioning) as the main vehicle for improvement, DRFT takes a different approach: a systems approach for restructuring the DSM.

The generic DRFT approach to DSM restructuring is comprises the following steps:
a. Create a base (“as-is”) DSM. This allows the determination of iteration loops and an understanding of the reasons behind their existence.
b. Partition the base DSM to identify potential improvements by simply resequencing the activities of the process.
c. Inspect iteration blocks for “design-and test” cycles.
d. For each “design-and test” cycle, insert a DRFT activity at the beginning of the block. The DRFT activity is similar to an expert system that converts the process so that it starts out with correct or near correct information.
e. Build a DSM of the re-engineered process and measure improvements compared to baseline process.

4. APPLICATION
This section presents two examples from the automotive industry demonstrating the utility of the DRFT approach in DSM restructuring. In the first application, process improvements were verified through simulation of the before and after DSMs. In the second application, process improvements were verified by implementing the new process and comparing the before and after process characteristics. Note that the data used in both examples are scaled to protect confidentiality, but preserve its characteristics.

4.1 Hood Development Process (Zambito, 2000)
A high-level description of the hood development process is as follows. Marketing acquires and aggregates consumer needs data and supplies them to product development. Product design then generates product concepts, which are evaluated for manufacturing feasibility by manufacturing and for consumer acceptance by marketing. After iterating through this phase to gain marketing, product development, and manufacturing concurrence on a set of feasible concepts, product concepts are developed further until a single concept is selected. The product concept, manufacturing tooling, and marketing strategy evolve to completion through an iterative process between marketing, product development, and manufacturing that ensures the latest consumer needs data will be met while manufacturing feasibility is maintained. An illustration of a generic hood subsystem is provided in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The components of a generic hood subsystem

A major portion of the original DSM for the hood development process is shown in Figure 2. The original DSM contains five iterative loops. However, Figure 2 shows only the first, and biggest, loop: “The Concept Generation, Development, and Preliminary Verification Loop” (loop 1). It is mainly a result of the coupling of two design activities shown in Figure 3.

---

1 An iterative loop depicts a situation were earlier tasks are revoked (i.e. reworked) when new information unravels later into the development process. In a DSM this will be evident by the existence of marks above the diagonal.
The finite element analysis (FEA) analyst then updates the structural model based on the revised CAD model and reruns the tests. If the subsystem fails, the entire process is reiterated until the subsystem passes the suite of tests. As illustrated in Figure 3, the analysis process is in a build then test sequence, which allows the potential for significant rework.

4.1.A Process Reengineering: DRFT Approach

Our approach is to explore alternate ways of conducting the development activities in loop 1 using an improved process. The new process uses the minimum amount of data needed to evaluate the hood functional performance early in the process (i.e., early in loop 1). To demonstrate a realistic reengineering effort, only known-feasible strategies and technologies to restructure this phase will be used.

Figure 4 describes how the original tasks map to those associated with the new process. Task 7 is decomposed into two tasks. Task 9 is conducted by using the hood generator (an expert system that can quickly create an approximate geometric model suitable for FEM). Task 8 is the activity of developing the design intent CAD model (it is no longer the preliminary CAD model because it is requirements driven). Task 24 is redefined to include two additional tasks: develop structural requirements (through topology optimization) and develop conceptual design strategy (with the output of the topology optimization). Task 24 maps almost directly to task 10. However, the term “evaluate” is replaced with “verify”, since this analysis is a verification rather than an evaluation process. The new tasks are inserted into loop 1 of the original development process in the sequence given by their new task numbers, and all interdependencies are verified. Figure 5 shows the new hood development process.

---

2 Normally, “X” marks are used in the DSM to reflect the existence of a dependency among the tasks. However, the numerical entries in this DSM reflect a relative strength of dependency based on a constructed subjective scale. For more details see (Yassine et al., 1999).
4.1.B Results

Both the original and the reengineered DSMs were simulated using the Monte Carlo simulation technique described in Browning and Eppinger (1998). While the initial duration (first time through) of 53 days is similar for both processes, the significant difference between them is the reduction in rework duration. The new process can be iterated in only 8 days, whereas the baseline process requires 27.5 days. Because the variability of tasks 10 and 11 in the new process are lower than their predecessors in the baseline process (tasks 24 and 7, respectively), these tasks are less likely to incur rework. A summary of the simulation results comparing both processes is shown in Figure 6.

![Simulation Results Comparison](image)

Figure 6: Simulation results comparing the before and after DSMs. Before mean=929 days, $\sigma=143$. After mean =772, $\sigma = 43$.

---

3 Within the context of our model, the variability of a task is defined as the likelihood that its output information, utilized by other tasks, would change after being initially released.

4.2 Seat Belt Development Process (Lavine, 2000)

Safety belt sub-system design and development combine available components from full service restraint suppliers who provide sub-systems to multiple manufacturers in the auto industry. Vehicle specific components (e.g. mounting brackets and webbing length) are unique to the end item provided for that vehicle and are dependent on both individual program metrics and interfacing sub-systems. The metrics used to evaluate a safety belt sub-system are: performance, quality, comfort, cost and complexity. Figure 7 shows the physical decomposition of the safety belt system. Note that although the figure shows the break down of the safety belt system into three different sub-systems, it does not show the information interdependencies between these subsystems, which is evident in the DSM model in Figure 8.

![Seat Belt System Breakdown](image)

Figure 7 – Physical system decomposition

The as-is development process required interactions between multiple sub-systems, with the goal of optimizing the
system based on the above system metrics. Design activities must satisfy their unique requirements based on the evaluation criteria presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-System</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Evaluation Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sheet Metal</td>
<td>1. Packaging</td>
<td>1. Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Attachment points</td>
<td>feasibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Structural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>1. Performance</td>
<td>1. System level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seating</td>
<td>1. Packaging</td>
<td>1. Comfort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Attachment point</td>
<td>2. Structural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior</td>
<td>1. Clearance</td>
<td>1. Appearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trim</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Sub-System interactions**

As a part of this process, a dedicated team integrated product information from the responsible full service suppliers, in-house design activities and regulatory requirements to create and archive drawings demonstrating compliance to the applicable requirements.

Study of the as-is process revealed that this group did not create any part geometry and its primary responsibilities involved coordination and monitoring to insure that affected organizations had the required information to complete their designs and communicated with each other. The team also facilitated the interpretation of the regulations between engineering and the safety office to verify that requirements were accurately defined and adhered to. The team required the information presented in Table 3 to complete its responsibilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Information Provided</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seat supplier</td>
<td>Seat surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Safety belt attachments, if applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restraints supplier</td>
<td>Safety belt retractors and buckles in vehicle position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Child seat anchors in vehicle position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attachment types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheet metal design</td>
<td>Attachment points and type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle package</td>
<td>Seat package information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety office</td>
<td>Applicable regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regulatory interpretations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Product market offerings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance concurrence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3: Information requirements CAD compliance activity**

Information was shared among organizations and tasks throughout the process. The process was evaluated using a DSM model that identified who creates, provides, and requires information. The DSM model (Figure 8) shows that the as-is process was highly iterative and culminated in a two-dimensional drawing that showed the necessary components and regulations so that compliance could be verified visually. Information was exchanged on an “as requested” basis through an informal communication network. Iteration occurred partially because groups worked with outdated information. When the information was coordinated and updated, many systems and their mating parts had to be changed.

**Figure 8: DSM for original safety belt development process**

Errors interpreting regulations also caused iteration. Regulatory requirements are often difficult to interpret and require extensive knowledge of and experience with the regulations, as well as seat and restraint systems. With the original process, a designer could be dedicated to a program for up to a year. If that program did not contain a certain market, the designer’s knowledge of the market’s requirements was typically lost; either because the regulation had changed or it had been forgotten. Also, no formal means existed for training the design staff in this process.

4.2.A Process Reengineering: DRFT Approach

The re-engineered process is documented in a DSM model (Figure 9) that does not require all of the tasks of original process, but does contain a task unique to the new process. Since re-sequencing the tasks did not reduce the potential iterations for this application, strategic actions were initiated to address the tasks with the greatest iterative impact and resource requirements.
4.2.B Results

This new process contains 28% fewer instances of potential iteration (21 task interactions above the diagonal for the re-engineered process versus 29 for the original process) based on the specification of the compliance zones early in the process.

Implementation of the new development process has reduced the staffing requirements by 90% for the CAD restraints organization without creating additional work for another activity. The original process required dedicated support for the life of the program due to the frequent interaction and iteration. The new process only requires support at the beginning of the program to define the allowable anchorage locations (i.e. seat attachment points), and at the end, if needed, to satisfy documentation requirements (see Figure 11).

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Dramatic improvement of product development processes often requires more than formal rearrangement of the tasks. Gross redefinition may also be needed. This requires people who are intimately familiar with the process. In the cases presented in this paper, the same general cause of iteration was found: a process style called "generate and test." The cure was also the same: convert the process so that it starts out with correct or near-correct information or so that any unavoidable iterative loops are as short as possible. Table 4 compares the cases and identifies the small role played by traditional DSM techniques and the large role played by gross process redefinition and the DRFT strategy.

These cases indicate that a more subtle approach to the DSM is useful and may lead to greater process improvements.

---

**Figure 9: New safety belt development process**

Inspection of the original process revealed that there are nine instances of interaction between the full service suppliers and design activities that can create iterations. This major iterative loop is represented in Figure 10. The verification and documentation tasks (rows O, P and Q in Figure 8) can also be seen to have high information requirements because they require information from eight preceding tasks as well as being coupled with three tasks. These tasks also require significant interaction between all of the organizations, as represented in the DSM. For these reasons, the process re-engineering focused primarily on these tasks. In addition, the tasks of determining the applicable regulations and interpreting the regulations (rows E and F in Figure 8) were found to cause potentially significant re-work because they are coupled with nine tasks. Figure 10 is the new re-engineered process DSM.

**Figure 10: Iterative loop of safety belt process**

The DRFT for the safety belt application was realized by modeling sub-system requirements at the beginning of the process, instead of testing the design at the end of the process. This was accomplished by setting up an electronic catalog that contains parametric requirements so that all the organizations and suppliers can start out with the same correct information, eliminating both outdated information and incorrect interpretation of regulations.
than traditional DSM methods. Traditional methods attack the process by addressing individual tasks more or less as-is. The approach demonstrated here is more of a system-level approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Hood</th>
<th>Seat-Belt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process Knowledge Needed</td>
<td>Very much</td>
<td>Very much</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cause of iteration in as-is process</td>
<td>Long serial process with FEM test at the end</td>
<td>Several parallel processes with error-prone starting point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of faster individual tasks in speeding up the process</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of sequencing original tasks</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of redefining tasks, splitting tasks, creating new tasks, deleting old tasks, and resequencing after</td>
<td>Big</td>
<td>Big</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific method to DRFT</td>
<td>Crude CAD model created by expert system is good enough for FEM and can be made very quickly</td>
<td>Catalog is used so that all parallel processes use the same good data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Comparing the two case studies
(The shaded area represents traditional DSM analysis techniques)
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